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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
The primary motivation for this research originated with the stated need of the

Center for Systems Studies’ sponsor to develop an innovative model to provide insights
into affordability of complex space systems. Given that space program overruns exceed
45% on average (Arthur, et al., 2004), there is a need to understand how systems
engineers can design more affordable space launch systems, what causes a complex
engineered system to become unaffordable, and what specific cost drivers are under the
control of systems engineers and design engineers. Affordability is not simply a matter
of low cost – the lowest cost solution can often be to do nothing. Instead, the
affordability challenge is to strike the right balance between cost, performance,
reliability, and other attributes that affect operators, owners, and customers of a space
launch. To find the right balance in the design of a space launch system, a single
measure of “goodness” is needed.
Keeney (1992) developed the concept of value. In essence, a value model takes in
all the relevant attributes of a system and delivers a measure of preference for the system,
which is the value of the system. If a value model compares two systems, the preferred
system will get a higher value score, in the same way a ruler is used to measure the height
of two people, the taller person will be measured as having the greater height. The Space
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Launch System (SLS) value model inputs the attributes of a SLS design and outputs a
value score. If one design is better than another, it will receive a higher score.
All value models have a point of view for who decides which design is better than
another. The model in this research takes the point of view of the owner of a He3 mining
enterprise who is using the SLS to deliver people, mining equipment, and stores to the
surface of the moon so that He3 can be extracted and exported to earth for energy
generation. Why build a value model? A value model is a very useful design tool. In a
trade study, the value model can identify the better design. A value model can be used in
a similar way to measure the values of technologies that might be inserted into the system
(Collopy & Horton, 2002). The value model serves as the objective function for design
optimization. Similarly, the value model can be used to identify trends in a trade space
during exploration.

1.2

Definition of a Value Model

1.2.1 Value
Value is a measure of preference. When value is formulated and expressed
correctly, the statement ‘A has a higher value than B,’ is true if and only if the statement
‘A is preferred to B’ is also true. People act to bring about the future they desire. This is
the essence of rational behavior. However, the future tends to be uncertain. A particular
action may bring about any of several futures. Subjective expected utility theory (Arrow,
1966) (considering here only risk-neutral decision makers) tells us that the correct act in
the face of uncertainty is the one for which the probabilistic expectation (roughly, the
probability weighted average) of the values of the possible outcomes is the greatest.
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Therefore, value must be measured with numbers that have order and allow us to
compute an expectation. To have the property of order, it must be possible to lay values
out on a number line. To compute an expectation or any sort of weighted average, values
are multiplied by scalars and the difference between two values is measured. Although
one will never need to say, ‘Option A has twice as much value as option B,’ one must be
able to say, ‘the value of Option A exceeds the value of Option C by three times as much
as the value of Option B exceeds the value of Option C’ (Collopy & Horton, 2002). The
mathematical description of the numbers that represent value is that value must be
represented by real numbers unique within an affine transformation.
Earlier, the discussion of value was limited to risk-neutral decision makers.
Arrow and Lind (1970) have shown a government (and SLS is a government project)
should always take a risk-neutral stance. Therefore, this analysis did not address risk
aversion, thus avoiding the topic of utility measures. Instead, the measure of value is
always commensurate with the everyday measure of value: money. In particular, the
SLS value model measures value in dollars.

1.2.2 What is a Value Model?
If value is a measure, a value model is a ruler. The purpose of a value model is to
measure the value of a system. The value of a design for the Space Launch System
(SLS) is the measure of interest; it measures the value of alternatives, expressed as
quantified attributes, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. For example, an SLS design will be
described in terms of mass, reliability, cost, propulsion efficiency. A value model
outputs a numerical score, and the higher the score, the better the design.
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of a Value Model

One way to think of the model is in terms of a high dimensional attribute space,
where each attribute is an orthogonal coordinate axis of the space. A point in the space
describes each design. The value model is a potential function on this space. It maps
every point in the attribute space to a unique scalar value, much as an electric field
assigns to each point in geometric space a unique voltage (electrical potential), or a flow
field assigns to each point a unique pressure. The mapping forms a value surface over
the space.

1.2.3 Developing a NPV Value Model
A performance model bases its calculations on physical laws; likewise, the value
model bases its logic and computations on the laws of economics. The simplest way to
do this is to use Net Present Value (NPV), which is essentially the benefits of the system
minus all the costs, and modeled with cash flow discounting. The impact of time on
value is captured in a cash flow discount factor, r, defined as follows: The ratio of the
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value of a dollar received today to a dollar received one year from today is 1+r. Using
NPV as a measure of goodness allows for an “apples-to-apples” comparison of different
systems across a range of attributes (Collopy, 2009). That is, it is a way to aggregate all
the attribute measures into a single base unit, and all the cost and benfits associated with
the design are aggregated into an economic model.
The NPV value model is a type of value model and is differentiated from other
value models such as Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) or Analytical Heirarchy
Proess (AHP) by the way weighting is performed. Instead of judgment or preference
weights, coefficients for an objective function are obtained by sensitivity analyses
performed for each of the attributes. The sensitivty analysis coefficients are the partial
derivatives or gradients of each attribute on NPV. The result is a multi-attribute, linear
objective function, which can be used to optimize to the best design instead of evaluating
a set of alternatives. This is one of the value model methologies of Value Driven Design
(VDD).

1.2.4 Value Driven Design
Value-driven design is a systems engineering strategy based on microeconomics,
which combines economics, optimization and systems engineering. An enhancement of
the traditional systems engineering approach, it can be defined as “an improved design
process that uses requirements flexibility, optimization, and a mathematical value model
to balance performance, cost, schedule, and other measures important to the stakeholders
to produce the best possible outcome” (Collopy, 2009). With a VDD value model, a
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decision maker can systematically quantify all value creating aspects of a system or
design into a single meaningful metric.

1.3

Problem Statement & Purpose of Study
Traditional approaches to space system design are derived from a cost-centric

mindset and provide little information about the value of the system to its stakeholders.
Value of the service a launch vehicle is likely to deliver over its lifetime deserves as
much effort to quantify as the systems’ costs. Decisions made during engineering design
should add value to the solution domain, yet understanding the impact of changing design
variables at the micro-level on the overall system value is challenging. Methodology is
needed for comparing designs to determine which delivers greater value. VDD
methodology has advanced in some government programs, but significant research
remains to develop credible valuation methods and tools adapted for space systems,
especially in the context of un-priced value (Brathwaite & Saleh, 2008).
The problem to be addressed is the lack of VDD methodologies in NASA.
Specifically, there is no method a decision maker can use to systematically quantify all
value creating aspects of a space system into a single meaningful metric. VDD value
models that work on other complex systems can be successfully transitioned to complex
space programs, but currently there is a gap in knowledge of this methodology within
NASA’s programs.
The purpose of study this study is to generate a top level NPV for a specific SLS
candidate mission to measure the design of a heavy-lift launch system. Specific
objectives are as follows:
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1. Develop a baseline NPV value model,
2. Conduct a sensitivity analyses to evaluate impact of attributes on NPV,
and
3. Derive an objective function for use in example trade study application of
the NPV value model.

1.4

Significance of the Study
Once a NPV value model has been constructed, and the objective function shows

how certain design attributes cause system value to increase or decrease, designers and
decision-makers are able to see which designs are more or less affordable. In this way,
NPV drives what the design attributes need to be in order to optimize the overall worth of
the project.
The significance of the research is that affordability is achieved by a flow down of
value guidance rather than through requirements flow down. The NPV value model can
aid design decision-making and ultimately increase affordability through its use in the
following:
• Performing system trade studies. If there are four options in a trade study, for
example, the attributes of the SLS are determined for each option. Then the NPV
value model measures each option in dollars. The option with the highest value is the
preferred approach.
• Evaluating technologies. For each technology, SLS is evaluated with and without
the technology. The difference between the value measurements, with and without, is
the dollar value of the technology.
• Parametric studies. A series of launch system designs can be considered over a
range of design attributes such as chamber pressure and nozzle coefficient. Value can
be plotted in the parametric space. A peak in the value surface identifies the
attributes of the best design.
• As an essential tool for distributed optimal design which can dramatically
improve the affordability of complex aerospace systems (Collopy, 2001).
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• To conduct value-based acquisition (Carter & White, 2001), a strategy for
acquisition of weapon systems that yields more capable systems for lower cost than
current practices, including price-based acquisition. Combined with distributed
optimal design, value-based acquisition could reduce the cost of a program like the
Joint Strike Fighter by $50 billion (Collopy, 1999).
This thesis will present the development and application of a NPV value model to a
space launch system in order to demonstrate the advantage of VDD methods for design
and decision analysis in NASA’s programs.
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1

Introduction
The purpose of decision analysis is to assist decision makers in making better

decisions in complex situations, usually under uncertainty. The decision analytic
framework helps the decision maker think systematically about his or her objectives,
preferences, and the structure and uncertainty in the problem, then model quantitatively
these and other important aspects of the problem and their interrelationship. The intent of
this literature review is to briefly summarize the design decision analysis process used in
NASA, explain the Value Driven Design methodology, and show successful application
of VDD and other value methodologies.

2.2

Decision Analysis Process in NASA
NASA uses a decision analysis process to help evaluate technical issues,

alternatives, and their uncertainties to support decision-making (NASA, 2008). The
Trade-off analysis, or trade study was the primary method of the decision analysis, which
is commonly used in government and non-government design/project decisions. The
purpose of trade studies is to make better and more informed decisions in selecting the
preferred alternative solutions. A typical Trade Study process flow diagram is provided
in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 NASA Trade Study Process (SP-6105, 2008)

As seen in Figure 2.1, the basic process of trade-off analysis consists of:
1. Defining and bounding the problem,
2. Generating alternative solutions,
3. Establishing a trade-off methodology (to include defining decision criteria and
selection rule),
4. Evaluating the alternatives and determining the key characteristics of each
alternative,
5. Selecting alternative solutions based on selection rule, and
6. Choosing a solution.

The main decision analysis component of the trade study process used for
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choosing the solution is step 3, establishing a trade-off methodology. It includes the
analytical portion in Figure 2.1, and establishes a decision criterion. To complete the
decision analysis part of the methodology, step 3 also includes defining the selection rule.
The analytical portion of the trade study process begins with defining measures and
measurement methods for system effectiveness, system performance or technical
attributes, and system cost. These are variables that are important in meeting the
system’s goals and objectives. The measurement methods are then used for choosing
appropriate mathematical models or methods of comparison, developing and quantifying
the criteria used for comparison, and determining weighting factors (NASA, 2008).
Models may need to be developed specifically for the problem, or they may
already be available from previous projects of a similar nature. Typical models or
methods used in this step include Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) tools such as
Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), as well as
other tools such as decision trees and Cost-Benefit Analysis. These models are used to
evaluate the likely outcomes of various alternatives in terms of system effectiveness, the
underlying performance or technical attributes, and/or cost (NASA, 2008).
The information gathered from this part of the process is culminated into a
decision matrix, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Throughout the decision analysis chapter of
the NASA handbook, this decision matrix is the main decision tool associated with the
trade study process as well as how all decisions are made, outside of the trade study. It is
an evaluation tool as well as the basis of supporting documentation for a decision report
(NASA 2008).
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Figure 2.2 Example of a Decision Matrix Used at NASA (SP-6105, 2008)

Defining the selection rule is determining how the variables system effectiveness,
underlying performance or technical attributes, and/or cost, will be used to make a
selection of the preferred alternative. As an example, a selection rule may be to choose
the alternative with the highest system performance, costs less than x dollars, meets
reliability or safety requirements, and stays within some schedule constraints. Basically,
defining the selection rule is deciding how the selection is to be made, and is independent
from the actual measurement of performance, schedule and cost.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the challenge in this method, when several alternatives are
identified with their characteristics (cost, performance, etc.), it is sometimes difficult to
tell which one meets the selection rule when there are competing objectives. Ultimately,
it difficult to determine which one is the best out of all options. For example, one option
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meets the cost requirement, while another has the highest performance.

Figure 2.3 Example Decision Matrix (Kiker & MacNair, 2003)

Examples of trade study usage in NASA are found in several scholarly articles;
“Recent Progress at NASA in LISA Formulation and Technology Development”
(Stebbins, 2008), where the NASA team defined the spacecraft bus design, participated in
many design trade studies, and advanced the requirements flow down and associated
current best estimates of performance.
In another study, “Autonomous Operations for the Crew Exploration Vehicle Trade Study Design Considerations” (Crawford & Weisbin, 2005), a comprehensive
trade-space exploration is performed. The authors conclude the decision of how to
design the Crew Exploration Vehicle must be based on a complex trade-off between
!
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development and validation costs, operations costs, and reliability/risks. An incorrect
trade-off analysis can lead to “unnecessary growth in mission cost and risk, and
unnecessary decreases in the time the crew has available for core exploration tasks”
(Crawford & Weisbin, 2005). The authors recognize the amount of data and effort that
goes into this kind of study makes this time-consuming and costly, but they believe the
benefit of the information justifies it, and more importantly, NASA supports it. This
implies there is support for a methodology that delivers the right information to decisionmakers. However, it also implies the amount of effort and data required for such a
comprehensive study may be cost prohibitive.
The current framework in NASA’s decision analysis process provides a variety of
tools and guidelines to fully explore and understand design alternatives throughout the
project lifecycle, before final selection. The challenge remains how to evaluate all the
information into a single, quantifiable metric. In summary, this part of the literature
review shows that NASA does not currently have a methodology in which a decision
maker can systematically quantify all value creating aspects of the system into a single
meaningful metric.

2.3

Value Driven Design
The NASA Trade Study process can be summarized as a traditional engineering

design process. The first step to any project or problem is the definition stage of
determining the goals, objectives, and constraints. These goals, objectives, and
constraints are then translated into requirements; this is a requirements approach to
design. After the problem is fully defined, the next step is to develop a tentative set of
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options or alternatives that meet the requirements of step one. This is referred to as
alternatives focused thinking, or an alternatives-approach to decision-making where
several options are generated with the expectation of only choosing from among those
(Keeney, 1992). This traditional engineering design process as shown in Figure 2.4 is a
summary version of NASA’s trade study process.

Figure 2.4 Traditional Engineering Design Process

The traditional engineering design process uses requirements and alternatives
focused approach as the start to developing a solution. An evaluation methodology is
developed to apply criteria and compare alternatives. This evaluation helps the decisionmaker to choose the best solution. However, when evaluating criteria including cost,
performance, reliability and schedule, one must choose what to maximize or minimize
!
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since they are competing objectives. For example, a rocket design that has less weight,
less fuel consumption, less cost and more reliability is good, but what about a design that
is more reliable, consumes more fuel, weighs less and costs more? Trade factors are
sometimes used to balance two properties, but to compare four, seven, or ten properties at
once requires a full objective function, a mathematical expression that combines all the
properties into a single measure of goodness. It is based on the proposition that technical
performance measures and utilities can be equated to measures of value.
Value-Driven Design (VDD) enables design optimization in the entire solution
space by eliminating constraints expressed as performance requirements and providing
designers with an objective function (Collopy, 2009). The objective function is a
mathematical value model that expresses all stakeholder values (customer, business,
society) and their interactions into a single measure to convey the needs of the project to
every member of the design team. Figure 2.5 illustrates how the VDD process differs
from the traditional engineering design process in that value guides the development and
optimization of the design rather than requirements.
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Figure 2.5 Value Driven Design Process (Modified from Collopy, 2009)
!
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, once it is known how a design, product, or system
delivers value, a proposed design is described by a set of design variables and analyzed
by models to determine its attributes. Next, the attributes are evaluated over the entire
solution space by a value model, with the objective of maximizing the predetermined
value. Another thing that differentiates VDD from the traditional engineering design
process is the Evaluate part of the process. In the latter method, Evaluate is a
determination of whether the attributes meet requirements. With VDD, the evaluation is
performed according to the methods of optimization. Optimization literature describes
the objective function, the output of which is maximized or minimized by the
optimization process (Collopy, 2009).
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Ralph Keeney (1992) first used the term value model for complex, multi-attribute
objective functions. A value model is an objective function, often referring to a single
objective such as maximizing profit. It is a scoring function, and is directly used to
optimize the design of systems. The input to a value model can be any number of scalars,
vectors, discrete variables such as color, yes / no answers, or any kind of quantity. The
output is a single real number, so that results from the value model can be ranked from
best to worst. The value model gives a higher score to a set of attributes that describes a
better design; the score is the value of the design. The design is iterated with an
optimizer, using the objective function, while the score is growing, and stopped when the
score no longer improves (Collopy, 2009).
A challenge in using the VDD framework is generating the value model. The
following are the steps for creating a VDD value model:
1. Establish a point of view,
2. Select a value models structure,
3. Develop a scenario and a set of assumptions to evaluate candidate mission,
4. Identify key attributes of the system/design,
5. Develop baseline model by aggregating attributes and scenario components
into chosen value model structure,
6. Evaluate impact of attributes on value model’s output with sensitivity
analysis, and
7. Derive linear objective function.
Identification of the point of view is critical to building a value model (Office of
Management and Budget, 1992). “Risk tolerance and discount factors quantify
preferences of particular entities. The right preference must be associated with the right
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entity, and this depends on point of view” (Collopy, 2009). If a value model is to be used
for design of a new product, the model should adopt the point of view of the organization
financing the product. If the government contracts an organization to design a new
rocket, the point of view should be that of the US government, therefore US government
discount rates and risk tolerances should apply. Once a point of view is established, a
value model structure is selected.
A performance model bases its calculations on physical laws; likewise, the value
model bases its logic and computations on the laws of economics. A simple way to do
this is to use Net Present Value (NPV), which is essentially the benefits of the system
minus all the costs, modeled with cash flow discounting, as shown in equation 1. The
impact of time on value is captured in a cash flow discount factor defined as the ratio of
the value of a dollar received today to a dollar received one year from today is 1+r, where
r is the discount rate. For a government project like SLS, the White House Office of
Management and Budget mandates a discount rate of 7% (Office of Management and
Budget, 1992).
!"# = !

!" !! !!!
!!! (!!!)!

(2.1)

Using NPV as a measure of goodness allows for an “apples-to-apples”
comparison of different systems across a range of attributes. That is, it is a way to
aggregate all the attribute measures into a single base unit. Other value model structures
include Return on Investment, Internal Rate of Return, and Real Options, among others.
The output of the structure can be any numerical value; it is not limited to dollars.
A scenario provides a construct for revenue and other components needed to
develop an economic value model. Choosing a scenario can be challenging if it is being
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developed for a new design or if the actual design or system being modeled does not
involve a source of revenue or benefit, which are key to providing goals and objectives.
A set of initial assumptions of all the scenario or design components is defined with the
scenario.
Attributes describe a final design or product, such as color, weight, speed, and
cost. In preliminary design, the attributes are initially estimated, and are measurable
input variables to the value model. Typically, a value model will have 12 to 20 attributes
in order to be thorough, however, fewer attributes can provide an initial understanding of
the top level of a system or design. Next, grouping the attributes provides value model
structure, and a flow chart can show the relationships between attributes and the
benefit/cost components such as sales price and manufacturing costs. The chosen value
model structure provides the process for aggregating the attributes into a summary
measure of worth. For simplicity, the value model structure and measure of worth
discussed will be NPV. A baseline NPV value model is developed from the scenario,
specific to the scenario (Collopy, 2009).
The NPV value model is a non-linear function, where NPV is a function of the
system attributes. As is, it is a complete value model that measures the value of the space
system, and optimization techniques could be applied at this point. For NASA, the NPV
value model needs to be in a linear form that can be used with their decision tools, and a
linear objective function can be derived from the baseline NPV value model. In theory
this is achieved by taking the first two terms of the Taylor series, and separating the terms
of the linear function by attribute. The sum of the terms for a particular attribute is the
objective function for that attribute. The linear coefficients of the Taylor series are
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partial derivatives of system value with respect to each attribute (Collopy, 2001).
In practice, an approximation of these partial derivatives is achieved by
performing a sensitivity analysis of the non-linear function of NPV with respect to each
attribute. These approximated partial derivatives, or gradients, are the coefficients of
each attribute in the objective function. Holding all attributes at baseline conditions, one
attribute at a time is perturbed a small amount from its baseline or nominal, and the
resulting change in NPV is recorded. The change in NPV over the change in attribute is
an approximation of the partial derivative, which is the attribute’s coefficient in the
equation. To achieve this, the NPV value model needs to be differentiable (Collopy,
2001).
The resulting sensitivity analysis and linearized NPV value models provides
additional information. Each attribute can be evaluated independently as vector
functions, or evaluated against each other in trade-off analyses. This will be explored
with examples in the Results section of the thesis.

2.4

Significant Application of VDD and other Value Methodologies
Value models were developed and used to enhance engineering design

optimization, enhance design of large systems, and make decisions about investments in
technology. Projects that used NPV type of value models to guide the designs are 1) the
Joint Strike Fighter (Collopy, 1999), 2) commercial aircraft propulsion systems
(Collopy,1997), 3) aircraft fuselage panels (Castagne, et al., 2009), 4) commercial aeroengine systems (Cheung, et al., 2010), and 5) a satellite bus for a Global Positioning
System (GPS) (Collopy, 2006).
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In the above projects, decision trees, benefit-cost models, competition models and
the use of other monetary metrics such as surplus value and reservation price, profit or
other financial value metric, related the attributes of the designs or systems in an
objective function. Highest value, obtained from value model, determined the attribute
settings that showed areas of optimal design. While there are a few government related
projects evaluated with VDD, (e.g.,the Joint strike Fighter and the GPS), most are
commercial projects.
The Joint Strike Fighter project developed a value model with the structure, Value
= Wartime Net Value – Peacetime Cost, in order to optimize both the design and the
contract incentives (Collopy, 1999). In the second project, Surplus Value in Propulsion
System Design Optimization, an economic model was developed to relate aircraft
performance characteristics and manufacturing cost to aircraft, airline, and engine
profitability. The model incorporates competition and net present value to optimize
engine design (Collopy, 1997). In the third project, the implementation of value driven
optimization of aircraft fuselage panels, used VDD to estimate cost of design decisions
by integrating cost as a design parameter at the conceptual design stage. An objective
function that related manufacturing cost and manufacturer’s profit was used to optimize
the structural configuration of an aircraft fuselage panel in terms of weight, cost, and
profit (Castagne, et al., 2009).
The commercial aero-engine system and the GPS, employed the VDD value
model methodology that were most similar to the methodology described in this thesis.
Cheung, et al. (2010) first established a system value model using Net Present Value that
related the top-level aircraft attributes that affect revenue, operating costs, and
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manufacturing costs: payload, range, fuel burn, maintenance costs, and manufacturing
costs. A sensitivity analysis was performed to derive a linear objective function. Once
an objective function was derived, it was used to derive subsystem and component value
models for the engine, turbine, turbine blades, etc. In addition, the VDD study “enabled
investigations into 1) the effect of engine cycle due to material selection upon overall
value, and 2) a comparison study between composite and conventional titanium alloy fan
blade.” (Cheung, et al., 2010)
The GPS project was a workshop event that took the participants step-by-step
through the NPV value model process of creating an objective function for a satellite bus
design. They took the point of view of the American public where government spending
was a cost, and the benefits were summed across beneficiaries of GPS users: commercial
applications (i.e., fishing, cruise ships, taxis, etc.), civil (i.e., fire, law enforcement), and
defense (i.e., aircraft, weapons systems). Next, attributes were identified and then
grouped as to how they were related to satellite bus design; they included mass, power
capacity, propellant consumption, volume, manufacturing costs, development costs, and
reliability. A NPV Value model was constructed in Excel, and perturbing each satellite
bus attribute and recording the resulting change in system value derived an objective
function. The change in system value divided by the change in attribute became the
coefficient for the attribute in the linear component objective function. The GPS project
demonstrated that VDD is feasible for government systems (Collopy, 2006).
Value-Centric Design Methodology (VCDM) is a version of VDD developed by
Brown, Eremenko, and Saleh (2009) while the F6 Fractionated Spacecraft program was
in the planning stage. VCDM predicts system performance in a probabilistic manner,
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using a value model to aggregate all the attributes of a design into a risk-adjusted
expectation of net present value. It is used in trade studies to consider impact of
robustness and adaptability, weighing performance against cost and other attributes,
under uncertainty.
The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) System F6
military satellite program mandated the use of VCDM and system value models in
designing new satellite architecture. Four satellite manufacturers (i.e., Boeing, Orbital
Sciences, Northrupp Grumman, and Lockheed Martin) developed a value-centric systems
engineering methodology and constructed a system value model. The significance of the
value models in the F6 program is quantifying the value of flexibility and robustness,
which are key benefits of fractionated architectures. The similarities and differences of
the four manufacturers show all models quantify its respective value proposition, either
NPV or utility, as promoted by VCDM (O’Neill, et al., 2010).
Of particular interest is that Orbital Sciences developed the benefit segment of
their model in the same way their business development organization uses for business
planning. Benefit is revenue earned from selling data collected by the satellite system.
The price per unit of data is determined by customer-relevant attributes of data collection.
Profit is the final worth measure, represented as price times data stream minus cost. All
the performance attributes aggregate into the worth measure in a logical method. This
shows that business plans and value models are quite similar from the point of view of a
business firm, and give insight for structuring and developing other space system value
models (Collopy, 2001).
Spaceworks developed a value model for NASA called CABAM, which
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integrates cost modeling and business simulation into conceptual design environments for
advanced launch vehicle programs. Its capabilities include use of vehicle characteristics,
price elastic market estimates, price optimization, and historic operations data to predict
key business indicators such as Return on Investment, Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and
break-even point. IRR was the objective function used for optimization of one concept
study in NASA’s Highly Reusable Space Transportation study; the entire vehicle design
and selection of design features was performed to maximize IRR. This was one of the
few examples found for a value model approach to conceptual vehicle design (Lee &
Olds, 1997).
CABAM was also to evaluate the value and viability of future capital projects
such as a commercial reusable launch vehicle program (Charania & DePasquale, 2007).
The economic metric being optimized was NPV, using gradient-based optimization.
Such an optimization process demands more sophisticated optimizers and can result in
non-unique solutions/local minimums, which required additional algorithms to obtain the
optimized solution in the design space. Worth noting for this research, CABAM was also
used in an economic analysis of In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), determining a price
a company must charge for consumables obtained, in order to be an economically viable
business. This type of analysis is essential for considering the potential role of ISRU in
NASA’s moon and Mars exploration architecture (Charania & DePasquale, 2007).
In summary, VDD and other value methodologies are being used in many
commercial and government projects with great success and acceptance, particularly in
supporting the use of value models in quantifying a single metric to guide decisions.
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Chapter III
NPV VALUE MODEL METHODOLOGY
3.1

Introduction
Spacecraft and launch systems are complex products requiring a careful balance

between competing concerns, such as performance, weight, and reliability, to serve their
mission. To find the right balance in the design of a space launch system, a single
measure of “goodness” is needed. This can be achieved by the development of a VDD
value model, which inputs all the attributes of interest for a SLS design and outputs a
value score. The value model itself is an objective function that shows the relationships
of the attributes on the score, indicating what drives value. Based on the VDD value
modeling method previously discussed, the NPV value model was developed using the
following steps:

!

1)

Establish a point of view: this case study imagines a simple structure in
which one business designs, develops, manufactures, and operates all the
components of a space launch system in order to deliver a thing of value to
its customer;

2)

Select value model structure: Net Present Value;

3)

Develop a scenario and set of assumptions to evaluate candidate mission:
Commercial Lunar Helium-3 mining venture;

4)

Determine the attributes that will be inputs to the value model structure:
SLS costs, SLS performance parameters, Launches/year, Reliability;

5)

Develop a baseline NPV value model by aggregating attributes and scenario
components;

6)

Evaluate impact of attributes on net present value with sensitivity analysis,
and
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7)

3.2

Derive a linear objective function.

Developing the Scenario: Lunar He3 Mining Business
The NPV value model takes a business viewpoint where the goal is to maximize

net present value by selling a thing of value to its customer; in this case, it is Lunar He3.
An economic business plan is developed for lunar mining operation over a sixty-year
span. A concept of operations and economic business plan for this scenario were
developed by Harrison Schmitt, a former Apollo astronaut, as a reason for NASA to
return to the moon (Schmitt, 2010). For over 30 years, Schmitt collaborated with
Kulcinski, Cameron and Sviatoslavsky of the University of Wisconsin to explore the
aspects for recovery and use of lunar He3 as a source of energy (Kulcinski, et al., 1989).
They continue to develop the viability of He3 fusion technology, a lunar settlement, a
lunar miner and volatiles processor, and key aspects of space transportation. In addition,
costs of these components are estimated, along with justification for revenue estimates
from sale of He3.
The NPV value model developed in this thesis uses a portion of Schmitt’s plan:
concept of operations and most estimates for revenue, mass payloads, costs, etc. These
will be explained and outlined in later sections. None of the economic business plan was
used since a new business plan is developed. The main assumption about this scenario is
that the technology and key components (He3 fusion power plants, lunar outpost structure
and equipment, mining equipment, and space transportation) needed to complete the
mission are available and ready to implement. Although the scenario appears to be
plausible, the NPV value model does not intend to validate Schmitt’s plan. Rather, the
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scenario provides a construct and estimates for providing benefit and for aggregating
costs and benefits.

3.2.1 Fusion Energy: the Benefit
The need for clean, safe, and abundant energy increases with population growth.
Researchers continually look to new technologies to improve on the problems of fossil
fuels and nuclear fission. A different form of nuclear energy, nuclear fusion appears to
be more environmentally acceptable, and has superior safety characteristics. Kulcinski et
al. (1989) believes fusion fueled reactors could supplement the existing energy supply
and provide an additional quarter of the United States energy needs by 2050.
Controlling fusion for power production is a continuing worldwide research effort.
Examples include the ITER Project in France, the Institute for Fusion Science in Japan,
and the Kurchatov Institute in Russia, among two dozen others. The deuterium-tritium
(DT fuel) fusion cycle research shows promise, but an even more attractive fusion cycle
fuel exists through combining deuterium and He3. Kulcinski et al. (2000) claims, “The
advantages of the D-He3 reaction compared to the more conventional DT fuel include:
much reduced radiation damage to the fusion reactor confinement structure, much lower
long lived residual radioactivity in structural components, no need to breed tritium, and
the potential for direct conversion to electricity at 60-70%.”
The major impediment to developing D-He3 fueled power plants is the availability
of a large source of He3. He3 is a rare isotope of Helium, which is a component of the
solar wind. Earth’s atmosphere repels it, and it is only available in small quantities as a
by-product of natural gas processing and nuclear weapons. However, Kulcinski et al.
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(1989) estimates solar winds have deposited over 1 million metric tonnes (mT) of He3 on
the moon’s regolith. Reacted with deuterium, that amount of He3 could generate 20,000
terrawatt-years of thermal energy, about 10 times the energy potentially obtained from
mining all the fossil fuels on Earth.
It is estimated that 100 kg of He3 will fuel a 1000 mW fusion plant to supply the
electrical needs of Houston, Texas for one year. (Kulcinski, et al., 1989) Schmitt (2010)
assumes He3 would supplement the fuels the United States currently buys to generate
electricity. Thus He3 could conservatively claim the same price as existing fuels for an
equivalent heat output. Using steam coal for the equivalent power generation of 1000
mW electric plant sets a fixed current sales price of $140 million per 100 kg He3. If He3
were to replace current US energy demand, 25,000 kg would be needed. However,
Schmitt (2010) proposes supplementing current fuels with an additional quarter of current
energy needs, roughly 6,000 kg, in order to meet 2050 energy demands.

3.2.2 Lunar Mining Operation: the Mission
Schmitt (2010) details all the components in his concept of operations: the
specifications, payloads, and costs associated with the lunar base components, minerprocessor, power and life support equipment, and operations/support of the outpost and
mining. Lunar settlement activation consists of 5 initial deliveries: the lunar outpost, two
crew deliveries, and one delivery of the first lunar miner-processor, completed by the end
of first year of the mission. The outpost supports a crew of eight people to maintain the
base and operate 15 miners-processors. In order to maximize profit and meet the energy
demands of 6,000 kg He3 per year by 2050, several outposts would be established.
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Concept plans for the miner-processor, Mark II, were developed by Sviatoslavsky
as the basis of mining operations, and outlined in Schmitt’s book (2010). After the
book’s publication, University of Wisconsin graduate student Mark Gadja (2006)
improved on the miner, Mark III, and its specifications are the basis for this paper. The
concept includes power needs, supporting equipment, as well as size, mass and output
rate. In addition, the Mark III specifications detail how He3 is extracted, processed, and
stored for return transportation. The payload mass of the miner-processor is 10,000 kg
(with plans to assemble on the moon if necessary), supporting equipment adds another
22,500 kg.

3.2.3 Space Transportation
Schmitt (2010) proposed a new Saturn V-like heavy launch vehicle capable of
delivering a 100 metric tonne (mT) payload to the lunar surface, with a launch capacity of
five per year. He acknowledges this is a challenge, but offers no additional details to
achieve it. The mining business scenario in this thesis uses the SLS concept, a heavy-lift
launch vehicle capable of 130 mT payload to orbit. Like Schmitt, the conceptual use of
SLS only includes the top-level architecture of the space launch system. Note, the 100
mT to lunar surface payload capacity specified by Schmitt would require launching close
to 400 mT payload to orbit. This key part of Schmitt’s plan was modified through the
development of a performance model, which is explained in a later section.
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3.2.4 Mission Concept of Operations
The concept of operations for this thesis is adapted from Schmitt’s plan (2010). It
is described by a sequence of activities based on a fixed number of launches per year with
a payload capacity matched to the payload of the mining equipment (miner-processors
and supporting equipment). The first three launches delivers the outpost and some
mining equipment. The fourth launch delivers a crew of eight in a lander/return vehicle
to set up the outpost. The remaining launches in the first year deliver one or two minerprocessors and parts (incomplete units may be assembled on the moon). As soon as the
mining equipment is set up, the crew begins harvesting He3 and stores it for return.
At the beginning of year two, the first launch delivers the next crew of eight. The
first crew returns to earth with the He3 in the return vehicle. The remaining launches of
year two deliver only mining equipment and consumable support. In year three, a new
crew is delivered in the first launch, and the previous crew returns to earth with the
collected He3. Again, the remaining launches delivers mining equipment and consumable
support. This cycle is repeated until there are 15 miner-processors, which is the
maximum Schmitt (2010) plans for each outpost. The operation of the outpost continues
with one launch per year to rotate the crew and return He3.
A second outpost is delivered to a different location on the moon, and the cycle
described above is repeated, except with one less launch due to a dedicated launch to the
first outpost. When 15 miner-processors have been delivered to the second outpost, a
third outpost is set up. The possible number of outposts is based on the number of
launches per year, since each outpost requires a single dedicated launch for the annual
delivery of crew. For the purpose of the scenario’s business, the program is scheduled
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for 60 years. The duration was chosen for two reasons: first, to achieve Schmitt’s energy
goals, and second, it is a reasonable lifecycle for NPV planning of a product involving
energy and space systems.

3.3

Value Model Attributes
Attributes describe a final design or product, such as color, weight, speed, and

cost. In preliminary design, the attributes are initially estimated, and are measurable input
variables to the value model. The NPV value model provides an initial understanding of
the top level of a space launch system. From a business perspective, the key attributes
are the main variables that affect the output, NPV. From a Systems Engineering
perspective, the main variables are performance, cost, schedule, and reliability. The key
attributes that comprise those categories are identified by how they impact NPV.
Attributes related to rocket performance impact NPV because a launch system
that is higher in performance provides greater payload to deliver more mining equipment,
and thus return He3 more quickly for revenue. Attributes of a rocket that determine
payload are mass and propellant, which are related to payload through specific impulse
and propellant mass fraction. Therefore, specific impulse and propellant mass fraction
are the performance attributes for the NPV value model.
Cost is a negative impact on NPV, and as an input variable, the desire is to see
how much of an impact it has. Cost of the SLS program is broken down into three
independent model attributes: development cost, production cost per rocket, and
operations cost per launch. Schedule is the frequency of launches per year. The greater
frequency also increases the mining equipment delivery and return of He3. This can also
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negatively impact NPV in the form of delays or cancellations. Therefore, launches/yr is a
model attribute. Reliability, the probability of launch success, affects equipment
delivery, and thus NPV.
The attributes identified for developing the NPV value model are as follows:
1. Specific impulse (Isp),
2. Propellant mass fraction (pmf),
3. Launches/year,
4. Reliability,
5. SLS development cost,
6. SLS production cost, and
7. SLS operations cost.

3.4

Developing the Baseline NPV Value Model
The NPV value model is the structure for aggregating all the attributes and

scenario parameters with how they are connected to cost and benefit. It is an Excel™
spreadsheet that has the attributes as it inputs and NPV as the output. Establishing a
baseline NPV value model is based on initial attribute settings, called baseline conditions,
which are used to make initial NPV calculations. The baseline NPV value model and
baseline conditions are only a starting point from which to derive a linear objective
function. The NPV value model is completed by a sensitivity analysis, which perturbs
each attribute from its nominal, or baseline condition.
Most of the baseline conditions were taken from Schmitt’s (2010) plans, or they
were estimated in order to achieve his goals of providing 6,000 kg He3 per year by 2050.
Their accuracy is not important and there is nothing special about the baseline conditions.
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Rather, they are fixed set of conditions that are a reference point for the NPV value
model development, evaluation, and sensitivity analysis.

3.4.1 Conceptual Model
The description of how attributes are identified suggests the arrangement and
grouping of attributes in the economic ways they flow though the NPV value model
structure, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The conceptual model shows the process for
aggregating the attributes into a summary measure of worth.

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Model

There are four parts to this conceptual model:
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1)

SLS performance model - this is a model of the launch vehicle; Isp and
pmf are its inputs, and lunar surface payload as its output. The value
model does not intend to maximize payload, but rather to show value for
any payload delivered to the lunar surface.

2)

Fixed Mission Parameters – the moon-mining scenario that defines the use
of the launch vehicle. It is a list of mission assumptions used in the
aggregation in the NPV value model.

3)

NPV value model - the valuation portion of the model, it aggregates all the
inputs for SLS (as indicated by the arrows to the left) and the fixed
mission parameters according to how they affect yearly cash-flow streams
for revenue and costs. A 7% discount rate is applied, and the summed
value is the output, Net Present Value, in dollars.

4)

The input variables - these are the attributes Isp, pmf, Launches/year,
Reliability, SLS Development Costs, SLS Production Costs, and SLS
Operations Cost.

3.4.2 SLS Performance Model
A value model can be constructed without technical knowledge of the subject
being modeled (Cheung, et al., 2010). In the development of the NPV value model,
amount of cargo mass (payload) delivered to the lunar surface lunar surface is the only
technical element needed from a space launch system. Lunar surface payload was
provided in the form of a rocket performance model developed by subject matter experts.
Technical and design details about the rocket parameters and how the payload is
calculated and achieved are outside the scope of this thesis. However, the following is
brief explanation of concepts to relate the significance of the NPV value model to aspects
of the rocket design that are under control of the design engineer.
The key design attributes of a rocket are mass and propellant, and are related to
payload through specific impulse (Isp) and propellant mass fraction (pmf). Specific
impulse is a way to describe the efficiency of rocket and jet engines, and is represented as
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the number of seconds a pound (lb) of propellant will produce a lb of thrust. The higher
the specific impulse, the less propellant is needed to gain a given amount of momentum.
Why are we interested in specific impulse? Specific impulse is a useful value to compare
rocket engines; much like miles per gallon is used for cars. A propulsion method with a
higher specific impulse is more propellant-efficient. Propellant mass fraction is the
portion of a vehicle's mass which does not reach the destination, usually used as a
measure of the vehicle's performance. In other words, the propellant mass fraction is the
ratio between the propellant mass and the initial mass of the vehicle (Sutton, 2001).
Once a lunar payload was obtained from the performance model (based on pmf and
Isp inputs), it was treated as an input variable to the baseline NPV value model
development. Table 3.1 outlines the performance parameters baseline conditions chosen
by subject matter experts as reasonable estimates of a 2-stage, 130 mT heavy lift vehicle
to develop the SLS performance model. To keep the NPV value model simple, the Gross
Liftoff Mass and first stage Isp and pmf were held constant.

Table 3.1 SLS Performance Parameters
2nd Stage SLS Performance Parameters
Gross Liftoff Mass
Usable Propellant
Empty Mass
TLI Payload
Δ V Capability
Specific Impulse (Isp)
Propellant Mass Fraction (pmf)
Lunar Surface Payload (PL)
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Baseline Conditions
229,780 kg
207690 kg
22,090 kg
60,600 kg
5561.515 m/sec
465.5 sec
0.904
32,556 kg
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3.4.3 Baseline Conditions of Attributes and Mission Assumptions
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show all the attributes and fixed mission parameters at the
baseline conditions. In Table 3.2, all the costs were taken from Schmitt’s plan while the
remaining attributes were estimated by subject matter experts, in order to deliver 6,000
kg of He3 annually by 2050.

Table 3.2 NPV Value Model Attributes and Baseline Conditions
Attributes
Isp, (2nd Stage specific impulse)
Pmf, (2nd Stage propellant mass fraction)
R, Reliability (R)
L, Launches/year (L)
CD, SLS Development Cost
CP, SLS Production Cost
CO, SLS Operations Cost

Baseline Conditions
465.5 seconds
0.904
0.95
6
$5,000 M
$200 M/unit
$300 M/launch

All of the fixed mission parameters’ baseline conditions for lunar outpost payload
and quantity, mining equipment payload and quantity, crew lander/return vehicle
payload, He3 production rate, and associated revenue/costs are shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Lunar Mining Fixed Mission Parameters (Costs in 2012 US$M)
Fixed Mission Parameters
Miners-Processors/ Outpost
Number of Outposts
Pm, Miner-Processor Payload
Pc, Crew Lander-Return Vehicle Payload
Po, Outpost Payload
He3, Annual He-3/ miner-processor
$He3, Sales of He-3/kg
D1, Development Cost of Outpost
D2, Development Cost of Launch Pad
D3, Development Cost of Lander-Return Vehicle
D4, Development Cost of Miner-Processor
P1, Production Cost of Lander-Return Vehicle
P2, Production Cost of Outpost
P3, Production Cost of Miner-Processor
O1, Operations Cost of Outpost Consumables
O2, Operations Cost of Personnel + Insurance
O3, Operations Cost of Returning to Earth
O4, Operations Cost of Miner Consumables

Baseline Conditions
6
15
32,500 kg
20,000 kg
85,000 kg
66 kg
$1.4 M
$1,000 M
$1,000 M
$1,000 M
$500 M
$100 M/unit
$500 M/unit
$100 M/unit
$20 M/year
$20 M/year
$20 M/year
$5 M/miner

3.4.4 NPV Value Model Calculations
The next step in the NPV value model development is to aggregate all the
attributes and fixed mission parameters in an Excel spreadsheet. Table 3.4 shows the
calculations for each of the NPV value model elements.
!
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Table 3.4 Calculations of NPV Value Model Elements
NPV elements
PL, Lunar Surface Payload
PA, Available Payload
M, Miners/year
$He3, He3 Revenue, annual
CM, Miner Production Cost, annual
CL, Lander Production Cost, annual
CB, Outpost Production Cost
CMP, Mission Production Costs
CMD, Mission Development Costs
CMO, Mission Operations Costs, annual
CSP, SLS Production Cost, annual
CSD, SLS Development Cost
CSO, SLS Operations Cost, annual
NPVi, Net Present Value, annual

Equation
PL = f(pmf,Isp)
PA = L * PL * R
M = (PA - Pc – Po) / Pm
$He3= He3 * M * $1.4
CM = P3 * (X3) -3.22
CL = P1 * (X1) -3.22
P2 added when launched
CMP = CL + P2 + CM
CMD = D1 + D2 + D3 + D4
CMO = O1 + O2 + O3 + O4 * M
CSP = CL * (X2) -3.22)
CD added in first year
CSO = CO * L
NPVi = ($He3i– ΣCostsi) * 1.07 –i (i = year)

EQ
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)

Using the attributes and parameters from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and calculations from
Table 3.4, the following is a step-by-step explanation of the NPV calculations:
1.

Lunar surface payload per launch (PL) is provided by performance model.

2.

An annual available payload (PA) is obtained by multiplying lunar surface
payload (PL) by number of launches (L) and reliability (R).
PA = L * PL * R

3.

(3.1)

After delivery of the outpost (PO) and the crew (PC) to set it up, the number of
miner-processors (M) is the remaining payload divided by the minerprocessor payload (Pm).
M = (PA - Pc – Po)/ Pm

!

(3.2)
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4.

Annual He3 revenue ($He3) is obtained by multiplying the number of minerprocessors (M) by annual miner-processor He3 output (He3) and He3 sales
price of $1.4M.
$He3 = He3 * M * $1.4

5.

(3.3)

Annual production costs of miner-processor (CM) and lander/return vehicle
(CL) are subjected to a learning curve and added to mission costs as they are
used. Learning curves reduce the price of each successive unit produced
according to an equation similar to Equation 3.4.
Y = aXb

(3.4)

where: Y = the cumulative average cost per unit,
X = the cumulative number of units produced,
a = cost required to produce the first unit, and
b = log of the learning rate/log of 2.
The calculation of X depends on which units were produced in a given year,
For example, 1st, 2nd, 3rd units for year 1, and 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th units in year 2.
This was achieved with Excel™ lookup tables since there are variable number
of units produced per year. In the following equations (3.5, 3.6), it is left as
XM, the set of miner-processors, or XL, the set of lander/return vehicles in the
production schedule produced in a given year. For baseline conditions, a
learning rate of 0.80 is typical for aerospace cost estimating (Stewart, 1995).
Thus b= (log 0.8/log 2) = -0.322.
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This method is used to calculate production costs for miner-processor and
lander/return vehicle:

6.

CM = P3 * (XM) -.322

(3.5)

CL = P1 * (XL) -.322

(3.6)

The cost of the outpost does not have a learning curve (since there are only six
made over a sixty year time period), and its cost (P2) is added to mission costs
the year it is delivered.
CMP = CL + P2 + CM

7.

(3.7)

The mission development costs for an outpost (D1), a new launch pad (D2), the
lander-return vehicle (D3) and the miner-processor (D4), are summed and
applied as a one-time cost in the first year.
CMD = D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

8.

(3.8)

Annual mission operations costs (CMO) are a sum of fixed annual personnel
(O2), return to earth (O3), and outpost (O1) and miner consumables (O4). The
miner-processor consumable support (O4) is a function of the number of
miner-processors.
CMO = O1 + O2 + O3 + O4 * M

9.

The annual SLS production costs (CSP) are calculated with SLS production
cost per unit (CP) subjected to an 80% learning curve as above in EQ 3.5,

!
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where XR is the set of rockets in the production schedule produced in a given
year.
CSP = CL * (XR) -.322

(3.10)

10.

The SLS development cost (CD) is a one-time cost added to the first year.

11.

The annual SLS operations cost (CSO) is Cost/launch (CO) multiplied by
number of launches (L) per year and is added annually. This is a fixed cost
per year because Launches/year and cost/launch are fixed.
CSO = CO * L

12.

(3.11)

Costs and revenue are summed per year and a discount rate is applied to yield
a net present value for each year. Although this model takes the viewpoint of
a private business, the discount rate is assumed as if it were a government
project. As discussed in an earlier section, the government mandated discount
rate for a NPV type of decision criteria is 7%.
NPVi = ($He3i – Σ Costsi) / (1 + .07) i , where i = year

13.

(3.12)

The final output of the NPV value model is the summed net present value for
a 60 year business. Equation 2.1 is repeated:

!"# = !
!

!" !! !!!
!!! (!!!)!

(2.1)

3.4.5 Baseline NPV Value Model Explanation
With the concept of operations from section 3.1.4 as a rough guide, the following is
a step-by-step review of the calculations from Table 3.4 using baseline conditions for
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attributes and mission parameters from Tables 3.2 and 3.3, as it fits the NPV value model
construction. As a review, these are the attribute baseline conditions from Table 3.1:
Isp = 465.5 seconds,
Pmf = 0.904,
Launches/year, L = 6,
Reliability, R = 0.95,
SLS development cost, CD = $5,000M,
SLS production cost, CP = $200M/unit, and
SLS operations cost, CO = $300M/launch.
1. Isp and pmf are inputs to the performance model, which outputs estimated lunar
surface payload, PL = 32,500 kg. This is used to calculate annual available payload, PA:
PA = (32,500 PL) * (6 launches/ year) * (0.95 reliability) = 185,250 kg.

(3.1)

2. In the first year the available payload is allotted to delivering the outpost (85,000 kg), a
crew with lander/return vehicle (20,000 kg), and miner-processors (32,500 kg each). In
order to utilize all the payload capacity, a fractional number of miner-processors, M, are
delivered for assembly with each successive fractional miner-processor. Over the time
span of delivering miner-processors to one outpost, the cumulative of fractional minerprocessors sums to a whole number. The number of miner-processors, M, in the first
year is calculated:
M = (185,250 – 20,000 – 85,000) / 32,500 = 2.47

(3.2)

3. At a rate of 66 kg/year per miner-processor, and a sales price of $1.4M/kg the revenue
of He3 harvested in the first year:
$He3 = 66 * 2.47 * 1.4 = $228M

!

(3.3)
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4. The first year mission production and operations costs sum to $1,530M, and the
mission development costs are calculated as follows:
a) 2 miner-processors in first year at a production cost (P3) of $100,
CM = $100 * (2)-.322 = $180M

(3.5)

b) One lander/return vehicle in first year at a production cost (P1)
CL = $100 * (1)-.322 = $100M

(3.6)

c) Summed mission production costs in first year include production costs
calculated above for lander/return vehicle and miner-processor, and outpost
production cost of $500M:
CMP = $1,000 + $100 + $180 = $1,280M

(3.7)

d) Mission development costs for launch pad, outpost, lander/return vehicle, and
miner-processor, occur only in the first year and are summed:
CMD = $1,000 + $1,000 + $1,000 + $500 = $3,500M

(3.8)

e) Summed annual mission operations costs for personnel, return to earth,
consumable support for outpost and consumable support of $5M per miner-processor:
CMO = $20 + $20 + $20 + 2 * $5 = $70M
5. The first year SLS production and operations costs sum to $2,660M and the SLS
development costs are as follows:
a) Six rockets per year at a production cost (CP) of $100M,
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(3.9)

CSP = $200 * (6) -.322 = $860M

(3.10)

b) Six rockets launched at SLS operations cost per launch (CO) of $300M:
CSO = $300 * 6 = $1,800M

(3.11)

c) SLS development cost (CD) of $5,000M only occurs in first year.
6. Finally, the first year of NPV is calculated by summing the He3 revenue, production
and operations costs above, applying first year discount rate of 7%, and then subtracting
development costs for SLS and mission:
NPV1 = ($228 – $1,530 - $2,660)/(1+.07) 1 – ($3,500 + $5,000) = -$12,203M

(3.12)

After the first year development costs, the annual costs are continued aggregations
of production and operations cost as each component is delivered. This is a
straightforward benefit-cost analysis in an Excel™ spreadsheet. The recommendation for
Excel model construction is to use logistics curves to produce smooth, differentiable
functions. The logistic function is the solution of the simple first-order non-linear
differential equation frequently used in economics, and would have resulted in a linear
relationship of NPV to the attributes (Collopy, 2009).
Instead, the scenario conditions of component deliveries were used as a basis for
payload aggregation, and the NPV value model used “if” statements and look-up tables
for distributing payloads each year. This created step functions in the spreadsheet,
particularly when each outpost was set up. Although modification of the model to
include logistics curves is not feasible at this stage of the research, the NPV value model
can still be used to derive the linear objective function by approximating the linear
function between NPV and the attributes.
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3.4.6 NPV Value Model Output
The NPV value model provides net present values for any change in input variables
(Isp, pmf, launches/year, reliability, SLS development cost, SLS production cost, and
SLS operation cost). The purpose for the baseline conditions is to establish the process
for developing a NPV value model and scoring mechanism, not to provide absolute
value. In addition, the accuracy of the estimate of SLS parameters is not critical because
costs, reliability, number of launches and the rocket performance parameters will now
become input variables to the NPV value model. These input variables can be changed
independently from each other and yield a different NPV. In fact, several alternative
launch vehicle configurations and costs could be entered into the model, and the outcome
could be used to compare these alternatives based on the highest NPV. As a trade study,
this is a useful achievement.
Output of NPV over time as shown in Figure 3.2 is an example of a typical profitloss plot for a business analysis, and it is a nonlinear function. As a business plan
forecast, it is usually represented as a smooth function. The non-smooth feature of the
curve in Figure 3.2 illustrates deviations around years 4, 8, 13, 18 and 26, which directly
correspond to outpost deliveries. If the lunar mining company were interested in realtime distribution outpost, miner-processors and equipment, and resulting annual
decreases and increases, this would be a useful tracker. However, as it affects NPV,
these deviations cause local minima and maxima that can throw off the expected linear
relationship.
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Figure 3.2 NPV over Time at Baseline Conditions
!

3.5

Deriving the Linear Objective Function
The NPV value model is implemented in an Excel™ spreadsheet for the overall

system, and it is specific to the scenario. The inputs to which are system attributes and
the output is a non-linear function of NPV. As such, it is not in linear equation form for
use with NASA’s decision tools. Performing a sensitivity analysis on the NPV value
model derives partial derivatives of NPV for use in the linear objective function.
Perturbing attributes one by one over a range +/- 0.1% to 1% through the NPV value
model and dividing the resulting change in NPV by the perturbation of the respective
attribute results in a gradient, or rate of change. If the NPV value model was constructed
with smooth functions, the gradients remain consistently linear for a wider range of
attribute settings, and there is a linear relationship between the attribute and NPV.
All the SLS costs were linearly related to NPV and the gradients were accepted for
inclusion in the objective function. The gradients were not consistent for pmf, Isp,
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launches/year and reliability. To visualize the relationships, a range of incremented
inputs for each attribute was individually run through the NPV value model (keeping all
other attributes at baseline conditions), and NPV was plotted. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
resulting expected linear trend and non-smooth relationship that impedes the
approximation of partial derivatives.
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Figure 3.3 NPV vs Specific Impulse
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As discussed in the previous section, the non-smooth relationship in Figure 3.3 is
a result of the step function created by the conditional payload aggregations. If logistics
function had been used in constructing the NPV value model, this relationship would be
linear. Since there is no reason for this relationship to not be perfectly linear, a smooth
linear function is believed to be the correct relationship for this model. Partial derivatives
of these differentiable functions are the coefficients of the linear objective function
(Collopy, 2001).
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The gradients, or rates of change were obtained by applying a simple curve fit to
each of the non-smooth functions, thus interpolating the expected linear relationships
between attributes and NPV over a wider range of each attribute. This is also a form of
sensitivity analysis, performed to obtain the slopes, or approximations of the attribute
partial derivatives. The approximated partial derivatives obtained from these curve fits
provides the coefficients for pmf, Isp, Launches/year, and Reliability. These coefficients
are included with the SLS costs’ coefficients obtained from the perturbation analysis, to
form the linear objective function. The curve fit plots and linearized NPV value model
are presented and analyzed in the next chapter. This concludes the methodology for
developing the NPV value model.
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Chapter IV
!

RESULTS
!

4.1

Introduction
The following will present the results of the NPV value model, sensitivity analyses

of attributes, the linearized NPV value model with some examples of application, and
finally a sensitivity study of assumptions.

4.2

Baseline NPV Value Model Results
A yearly profit-loss diagram is shown in Figure 4.1 for the model’s baseline

conditions. The NPV for the 60-year business at these conditions is $6.2B. The first year
losses of $11.6B are due to cost of development for SLS and mission components
(outpost, lander-return vehicle, and miner-processor). The next seven years have annual
losses of $150M - $1.9B because revenue is overwhelmed by productions costs. The
break-even point occurs at about year 9 as the third outpost is delivered. After breakeven, the operation maintains a positive average annual NPV of $447M. Revenue steadily
increases, peaking at $833M in year 17 and gradually dropping to $88M by year 60. The
drop off in annual NPVi is only due to the effect of discount rate in NPV analysis; the
costs and revenue remain constant after the last outpost is delivered in year 26.
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Figure 4.1 Annual Net Present Value at Baseline Conditions
!
The Profit-Loss diagram is a useful tool to visualize business trends and overall
value. In this way an alternate design can be compared, and the design with the highest
NPV is the one that should be chosen. This is a type of Benefit-Cost analysis used in
decision analysis for many organizations, including NASA. However, the NPV value
model provided the structure used to perform sensitivity analysis.

4.3

Evaluation of Attribute Impact on NPV
A sensitivity analysis was performed for each of the attributes. Break-even charts

are one type of sensitivity analysis that shows how sensitive NPV is to a wider range of
attribute conditions. They are not intended to show absolute NPV for each range of
individual attributes, but rather, to show the relationship between the attribute and NPV.
For each of the attributes that were found to be non-linear from the perturbation
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sensitivity analysis (Isp, pmf, launches/year and reliability), a trend line was used as an
aid to interpolate the expected linear relationship and obtain an equation. As a reminder,
the slopes of these equations are the approximated partial derivatives (derived from
differentiable or linear functions) for use as coefficients in the linear objective function,
as per the VDD value model approach set forth by Collopy (2009).
The following figures are the output of the NPV value model as each attribute
incrementally stepped through the model over a reasonable range surrounding the
attribute’s baseline input, while holding all other attributes at baseline conditions. As a
reminder, these are the attribute at nominal or baseline conditions:
Isp = 465.5 seconds,
Pmf = 0.904,
Launches/year = 6,
Reliability = 0.95,
SLS development cost = $5,000M,
SLS production cost = $200M/unit, and
SLS operations cost = $300M/launch.
4.3.2 Launches per Year Sensitivity Analysis
The number of launches was incrementally input into the NPV value model from
2 launches to 14. A minimum of 2 launches is necessary. The first launch delivers a crew
in a lander/return vehicle, and the second launch delivers the outpost and mining
equipment. Figure 4.2 shows the output of NPV over the range of launches/year and the
corresponding trend line equation. With 2 launches/year the business loses $1.2B.
Between 4 and 5 launches per year, the program will break even. From a business
standpoint, this venture is not cost effective with less than 5 rockets launched each year.
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Figure 4.2 NPV vs Launches/year
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The slope of the line shows the rate of change for NPV for each change in number
of launches per year. At 4 launches per year, the NPV is -$1.2B, and at 5 launches per
year NPV is $2.6B as shown in Figure 11, which means each additional launch/year (over
the life of the program) is worth about $3.7B. The significance of looking at
launches/year is the impact of schedule on value. If the optimum rocket design is
profitable but fails to launch on schedule, the “on paper” value of a program deteriorates
quickly. In fact, the value of one day of delay is calculated by multiplying the NPV
($6.2B) by the discount rate (.07 per year) and dividing by 365 days/year is a net present
value of $1.2M. Delayed by a month, the NPV is reduced by $36M and the space launch
system is now worth $6,160M instead of $6,196M.
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4.3.3 Specific Impulse Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.3 shows the output of NPV over the range of specific impulse (Isp) and
the corresponding trend line equation. Isp was analyzed with the NPV value model over
a range of 430 seconds to 470 seconds in increments of 0.5 seconds. With all other
attributes at nominal, this program will lose $6.6B with a rocket designed with Isp of 430
seconds, break even at about 447.5 seconds, and make $7.7B at 470 seconds. The slope
indicates each second of Isp is worth about $359M over the life of the program. If this
Isp slope is averaged out over all the rockets launched during the 60 at 6 launches/year, it
indicates that each second of Isp is worth about $1M per rocket. Although not a rigorous
validation, the $1M per second of Isp per rocket appears to match expert intuition.
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4.3.4 Propellant Mass Fraction Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.4 shows the output of NPV over the range of Propellant Mass Fraction
(pmf) and the corresponding trend line equation. Pmf was analyzed with the NPV value
model over a range of 0.88 to 0.93 at increments of 0.001. Holding all other attributes at
nominal, the program will lose $2.4B with pmf of 0.88, break even at about pmf of 0.885,
and make $6.2B with a pmf of 0.904. A slope of 328,603 indicates each 0.001 change in
pmf is worth about $329M over the life of the program. Since pmf is a ratio of propellant
and rocket mass, this analysis also provides information that is typically seen in space
cost estimating where cost is a function of mass.
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4.3.5 Reliability Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.5 shows the output of NPV over the range of reliability and the
corresponding trend line equation. Reliability was analyzed with the NPV value model
over a range of 0.8 to 1 at increments of 0.01. With all other attributes at nominal, the
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program will lose $1B if 20% of the rockets are lost, and break even at reliability of about
83%, and make $8B at 99% reliability. A slope of 47,560 indicates each 0.01 change in
reliability is worth $475.6M over the life of the program. Although reliability, as used in
this model, is the probability of success, it also shows loss of value due to failure. From a
business standpoint, the significance is that it can still run profitably with lost deliveries.
For trade studies, it gives some leeway to analyze materials and designs that trade-off
reliability and other attributes like cost.
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Figure 4.5 NPV vs Reliability
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4.3.6 SLS Production Cost Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.6 shows the output of NPV over the range of SLS production costs and
the corresponding trend line equation. SLS productions cost was analyzed with the NPV
value model over a range of $50M to $500M in increments of $25M. With all other
attributes at baseline conditions, this program will lose $1.4B if production costs are
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$500M per rocket, break even at about $450M, and make $8.4B at $100M per rocket.
The slope or rate of change indicates each $1M increase in production cost per rocket
reduces NPV by $25M over the life of the program.
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4.3.7 SLS Operations Cost Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.7 shows the output of NPV over the range of SLS operations costs and
the corresponding trend line equation. SLS operations cost was analyzed with the NPV
value model over a range of $100M to $600M in increments of $25M. With all other
attributes at nominal, this program will lose $18B if operations costs are $600M per
launch, break even at about $375M, and make $14B at $200M per launch. The slope or
rate of change indicates each $1M increase in operations cost per launch reduces NPV by
$82M over the life of the program.
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Figure 4.7 NPV vs SLS Operations Costs
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4.3.8 SLS Development Cost Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 4.8 shows the output of NPV over the range of SLS development costs and
the corresponding trend line equation. SLS development cost was analyzed with the
NPV value model over a range of $2,000M to $12,00M in increments of $200M. With all
other attributes at nominal, this program will lose $804M if development costs are
$12,000M, break even at about $11,200M, and make $9B at $2000M development costs.
The slope or rate of change indicates each $200M increase in development costs reduces
NPV by $200M over the life of the program.
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4.4

The Linearized NPV Value Model
The evaluation of the attributes impact on NPV shows Isp, pmf, launches/year and

reliability have an expected positive relationship on NPV, while the SLS costs have an
expected negative relationship on NPV, as indicated by their slopes. Individually, they
show what attribute settings deliver higher and lower NPV, and how sensitive the NPV is
to a change in each attribute. When they are all combined, they form the objective
function.
The slopes for pmf, Isp, Launches/year, and reliability are coefficients for the
objective function. The coefficients for the SLS costs were derived from the sensitivity
analysis performed on the NPV value model. The linear objective function is shown in
equation 4.1:
V = 328,603*pmf + 359*Isp + 3693*L + 47,560*R - 1*CD – 25*CP – 82*CO
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(4.1)

Where:
V = System Value
Pmf = propellant mass fraction
Isp = Specific Impulse
L = Launches/year
R = Reliability
CD = SLS Cost of development
CP = SLS Cost of production
CO = SLS Cost of operations
Equation 4.1 is visually represented as a “score card” in Table 4.1. This objective
function is the linearized form of the NPV value model. The input column shows the
settings of the design attributes to be evaluated; the current input is the attribute baseline
conditions. The gradient column shows the partial derivatives obtained by the sensitivity
analysis, and it summarizes the essential characteristic of the model: the relationship of
inputs to the output. The product column is the product of the attribute and its gradient; it
shows each attribute’s contribution (at its current status) to System Value (in $M). The
sum of all these products, labeled System Value at the bottom of the column, gives a
linear approximation of NPV.
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Table 4.1 Linearized NPV Value Model

System Attributes

Input

Gradient

Product

pmf (2nd stage)

0.904

328,603

297,057

Isp (2nd stage)

465.5

359

167,115

Launches/year

6

3,693

22,158

Reliability

0.95

47,560

45,182

Development cost

5000

-1.00

-5,000

Production cost/unit

200

-25.48

-5,097

Operation cost/launch

300

-81.97

-24,591

$6,196 System Value:

$496,824

System NPV, M:

As shown in Table 4.1, the product of SLS operations cost when the cost per
launch is $300M reduces System Value by nearly $25B. Similarly, an Isp of 465.5
seconds adds $167B to System Value. Although its units are expressed in dollars,
System Value is only a score and entirely different from NPV. As a score, it is a vector
that shows direction of improvement rather than absolute value. Even at worst
conditions, System Value is always greater than zero, thus many system configurations
can be rank-ordered for comparison. The configuration with the highest System Value is
the best. However, further analysis of the objective function and gradients also allows its
use in trade studies and design optimization.

4.5

NPV Value Model Example Application
The NPV value model is the main result of this research. What remains is to

show what makes the application of NPV to SLS a unique and worthy contribution, as
well as what NASA could do with the NPV value model. The first example of
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application is a demonstration of design decision similar to that of a trade study, where
the NPV value model is used to set up a decision matrix to evaluate several alternatives.
The second example is an evaluation of trade factors to obtain a better understanding of
which SLS attributes drive value.

4.5.1 Trade Study Decision Matrix
Table 4.2 is an example of the use of the NPV value model to evaluate design
alternatives in the trade study decision matrix. The system attributes that define each
design are in the left column and the baseline attribute settings are in the baseline column
to the right. The baseline settings are the point of reference for comparing alternatives;
therefore, a baseline constant (Vo) is added to the System Value scores to adjust them to
comparable NPVs. The first set of columns containing A, B, and C are attribute settings
of alternative designs. They are each multiplied by the respective value model gradients,
and their products are recorded in the second set of A, B, C columns, next to the baseline
for comparison. The totals are the NPVs of each design, relative to the baseline.
!
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Table 4.2 Example NPV Value Model Trade Study Decision Matrix
System
Attributes

Baseline

A

B

C

Gradient

Baseline

A

B

C

pmf (2nd stage)

0.904

0.897

0.904

0.907

328,603

297,057

294,757

297,057

298,043

Isp (2nd stage)

465.5

460.0

468.5

465.5

359

167,115

165,140

168,192

167,115

Launches/year

6

6

6

6

3,693

22,158

22,158

22,158

22,158

Reliability
Development
Cost
Production
Cost/unit
Operations
Cost/launch
Base Constant,
Vo

0.95

0.89

0.95

0.94

47,560

45,182

42,328

45,182

44,706

5000

5,500

5,050

5,020

-1.00

-5,000

-5,500

-5,050

-5,020

200

220

210

202

-25.48

-5,097

-5,606

-5,351

-5,147

300

330

300

300

-81.97

-24,591

-27,050

-24,591

-24,591

-490,628

-490,628

-490,628

-490,628

$6,196

$(4,401)

$6,968

$6,635

System NPV, M:

As can be seen in Table 4.2, this decision matrix uses the value model to produce
a meaningful score that allows an “apples to apples” comparison. As an example of how
making a design much worse than baseline will negatively affect NPV, consider the
following design. Design A has lower performance, lower reliability, and greater costs
than the baseline. The resulting NPV is -$4,401M, which is $10.6 B worse than baseline.
A more realistic example is design B, which starts with original baseline design,
but has a new engine design that improves specific impulse by 3 seconds. It will take an
additional $50M in development costs and additional production costs of $10M/rocket.
The NPV for design B is $6,968M, which is $772M better than the baseline. Design C
also starts with the baseline rocket design but uses a lighter material for the fuel tanks.
This reduces the dry mass of the rocket such that it increases pmf by .003, but it also
reduces reliability by 1%. Additional development costs are $20M and adds $2M to the
production cost per rocket. The NPV for design C is $6,635M, which is $439M more
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than the baseline, but not as good as design B.
Another thing that can be included with the above designs is schedule delay. For
instance, in section 4.3.2, it was determined that a month’s delay could reduce NPV by
$36M. If design B is new technology that also causes the start of production to be
delayed by 10 months, the NPV is now $6,608M, making it a less valuable option than
design C.

4.5.2 Trade Factors Within Constant Value
In the above example, three alternatives were compared to the baseline. In a
typical trade-study, the evaluation process is an analysis of the trade-offs made between
the criteria or attributes of each alternative. Although the value model provides gradients
as a way to combine attributes to account for the relative importance of each attribute,
ratios of partial derivatives can also be used for trade-off analysis to guide the design
decision. This analysis shows the trade factors that are most important for design.
Consider the following key gradient ratios for design decisions:
reliability/production cost
Isp/production cost
pmf/production cost

475.60 reliability/pmf
358.90 reliability/Isp
328.60 Isp/pmf

1.45
1.32
1.09

Each ratio determines design decisions. These relationships alone provide most of
the information designers need to design a concept, supporting systems and components
to yield maximum system value. The highest ratio, reliability versus production cost,
indicates reliability is the most significant driver. This means designers should focus on
heavier, stronger materials to reduce failure. However, there is a trade off with material
selection when it comes to pmf, and reliability to pmf is 1.45. Heavier and stronger
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materials reduce pmf, so there is a limit to how heavy to make it before system value is
negatively affected by lower pmf. Similarly, Isp is more important than production costs,
so money could be spent to make a huge nozzle versus a solid rocket motor with few
parts.
Using the example designs from the trade study in Table 6, designs B and C are
compared. Design B had an additional $50M up-front development costs, and an extra
$10M production cost per rocket for a 0.66% increase in Isp, and $6,968M NPV,
showing it is worth the investment and higher production costs. Design C has an
additional up-front development cost of $10M and $2M extra production cost per rocket,
which results in 1% less reliability, 0.33% increase in pmf and $6,635M NPV, showing
this design was also improvement over the baseline.

4.6

Sensitivity Analysis of Assumptions
A sensitivity analysis was performed to build confidence in the model by studying

the uncertainties that are associated with assumptions used to develop the model.
“Sensitivity analysis is used to determine how “sensitive” a model is to changes in the
value of the parameters of the model and to changes in the structure of the model”
(Breierova & Choudhari, 1996). It shows areas of the model that need further
investigation to improve the fidelity of the coefficients in the objective function.
Table 4.3 shows the mission parameters used to develop the NPV value model.
They are shown as assumptions at nominal values, along with lower bounds, and upper
bounds of the sensitivity analysis. The upper bounds are 100% greater than nominal and
the lower bounds are 50% less than nominal, for most of the assumptions. A smaller
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range was chosen for more realistic constraints of the scenario for learning curve, number
of miner-processors, and lander/return vehicle payload

Table 4.3 NPV Value Model Assumptions at Nominal and High/Low Boundaries
Mission Fixed Parameters
Total Development Cost
Total Productions Cost
Production Learning Curve
Discount Rate
Miner-Processors/Campaign
Operations Cost
He3 output per miner-processor
He3 Sales Price
Lander/Return Vehicle Payload
Outpost Payload
Miner Payload
Crew Deliveries

Nominal
$3,500 M
$700 M
0.8
7%
15
$90 M/year
66 kg/yr
$1.4 M/kg
20,000kg
85,000kg
32,500kg
1/year

High
$7,000 M
$1,400 M
0.9
14%
20
$180 M/year
132 kg/yr
$2.8 M/kg
25,000kg
180,000kg
65,000kg
2/year

Low
$1,750 M
$350 M
0.7
3%
10
$45 M/year
33 kg/yr
$0.7 M/kg
15,000kg
45,000kg
16,250kg
1 every 2 years

Tornado diagrams were generated in an analysis of the sensitivity of the value
model of the assumptions for pmf, Isp, launches/year and reliability, as shown in Figures
4.9 thru 4.12. Each diagram plots a partial derivative from the gradient in the NPV value
model, and displays a bar graph of variations in the partial derivative of System Value to
variations in assumptions. Every bar is formed by varying one assumption parameter
from its lower bound to its upper bound and plotting the resulting variation in the partial
derivative. The vertical axis on the graph is the value of the partial derivative when all
assumptions are at their nominal values. The gradients for SLS costs were not affected
by the sensitivity analysis and are not shown. As illustrated in all the figures, the
discount rate and He3 sales price are the top two sensitivities, meaning their assumptions
have the largest impact on the relationships of attributes with respect to NPV.
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As seen in Figure 4.9, the magnitudes of the pmf gradient was most affected by
changes in discount rate and He-3 sales price, followed by learning curve, the number of
crews per year, and the number of miner-processors. Learning curve was assumed at
80% (nominal) for the NPV value model, and higher learning curve (90%) increases the
production cost, thus decreasing NPV partial derivative with respect to pmf. A lower
learning curve (70%) had little effect on the gradient. Number of crews per year and
number of miner-processors per outpost were aggregated as discrete entities and as a
result, were part a step function in the model. Therefore, their step changes affected the
magnitude of partial derivative of NPV with respect to pmf. These are assumptions
worth investigating or improving the model in order to improve the accuracy of the
gradients. The remaining assumptions had less of an effect on the magnitude of pmf
gradient.

PMF!Gradient!Perturbations!from!Nominal!=!328,603!!
0!

100000! 200000! 300000! 400000! 500000! 600000! 700000! 800000!

Low!
High!

Figure 4.9 Tornado Diagram of Assumption Sensitivity Study for Pmf
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As seen in Figure 4.10, the magnitudes of the Isp gradient was most affected by
changes in discount rate and He-3 sales price, followed by the number of crews per year,
the number of miner-processors, and the miner processor payload. Number of crews per
year and number of miner-processors per outpost were aggregated as discrete entities and
as a result, were part a step function in the model. Therefore, their changes affected the
partial derivative of NPV with respect to Isp. A higher miner-processor payload means
fewer are delivered, thus decreasing the partial derivative of NPV with respect to Isp,
likewise, a lower payload increases the partial derivative of NPV with respect to Isp. The
remaining assumptions had less of an effect on the magnitude of Isp gradient.

Isp!Gradient!Perturbation!from!Nominal!=!356!
0!

200!

400!

600!

800!

1000!
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Figure 4.10 Tornado Diagram of Assumption Sensitivity Study for Isp
!
As seen in Figure 4.11, the magnitudes of the launches/yr gradient was most
affected by changes in discount rate and He-3 sales price, followed by miner processor
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payload, the number of crews per year, and the number of miner-processors. Number of
crews per year and number of miner-processors per outpost were aggregated as discrete
entities and as a result, were part a step function in the model. Therefore, their changes
affected the partial derivative of NPV with respect to launches/year. A higher minerprocessor payload means fewer are delivered, thus decreasing the partial derivative of
NPV with respect to launches/year, likewise, a lower payload increases the partial
derivative of NPV with respect to launches/year. The remaining assumptions had less of
an effect on the magnitude of launces/year gradient.

Launches/yr!Gradient!Perturbation!from!Nominal=!3693!
C5000!

0!

5000!

10000!

15000!

Low!
High!

Figure 4.11 Tornado Diagram of Assumption Sensitivity Study for Launches/year
!
As seen in Figure 4.12, the magnitudes of the reliability gradient was most
affected by changes in discount rate and He-3 sales price, followed by the number of
crews per year, the number of miner-processors, and the miner processor payload.
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Number of crews per year and number of miner-processors per outpost were aggregated
as discrete entities and as a result, were part a step function in the model. Therefore, their
changes affected the partial derivative of NPV with respect to reliability. A higher
miner-processor payload means fewer are delivered, thus decreasing the partial derivative
of NPV with respect to reliability, likewise, a lower payload increases the partial
derivative of NPV with respect to reliability. The remaining assumptions had less of an
effect on the magnitude of reliability gradient.

Reliability!Gradient!Perturbation!from!Nominal!=!47560!!
0!

20000!

40000!

60000!

80000!

100000!

120000!
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High!

Figure 4.12 Tornado Diagram of Assumption Sensitivity Study for Reliability
!
The sensitivity analysis shows limitations of the NPV value model and
uncertainties with the magnitudes of attribute coefficients due to the estimates of the
scenario mission parameters. Discount rate, He-3 sales price are the two areas requiring
the most investigation. Discount rate for a government project will not change; therefore,
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the sensitivity is not applicable. For a private business, however, the choice of discount
rate is critical for the decisions about SLS. If the discount rate is 12% to 14% (typical for
private industry), the business would interpret the model results as a loss in NPV. He3
sales price is the benefit that provides the objective that is being maximized. These
sensitivities show areas to optimize NPV (i.e., minimize the loss).
As uncertainties, He3 sales price and discount rate involve risks that affect
business decisions. From the standpoint of what drives value, attribute relationships with
system value do not change. The magnitudes of the gradients may increase or decrease,
causing an attribute to have more or less effect on system value. However, there are
identified drivers that make system value better or worse with a +/- uncertainty.
The number of crews per year, the number of miner-processors, and the minerprocessor payload are specific to a scenario, but represent the kinds of elements of a
model that could affect the output. Since all have the potential to reduce the magnitude
of the gradients, they may also change the trade factors. For instance, a reduction in He-3
sales price may reliability to be more important than pmf. Worth noting, however, these
sensitivities do not change the attribute vectors or system value vector. Costs always
negatively affect NPV while the other attributes positively affect NPV.

!
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Chapter V
!
!

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
!

5.1

Conclusions
Finding the right balance of cost, performance, schedule and reliability in the

design of a space launch system requires a method that systematically quantifies all value
creating aspects of a space system into a single meaningful metric. The objective of this
research was to generate a system value model for a specific SLS candidate mission to
measure the design of a heavy-lift launch system. Specific objectives achieved were a
NPV value model, sensitivity analyses for evaluating impact of attributes on NPV, and a
linear objective function for use in decision tools.
The NPV value model is an Excel™ spreadsheet that used net present value as the
value model structure for aggregating inputs and assumptions from a scenario, or
candidate mission, used for a case study. Once a scenario and point of view is
established, the NPV value model is built by incorporating each element of the mission as
it affects costs or benefits, and it outputs NPV of the mission. The resulting economic
analysis from the NPV value model is a useful tool for evaluating program options.
Sensitivity analyses were performed on the NPV value model, both to evaluate
the impact of attributes on NPV, and to derive a linear objective function. The sensitivity
analyses of each attribute showed the relationship it has on NPV, specifically, how much
a variation of an attribute setting changed the NPV output. Represented as break-even
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charts, they also provided a useful economic tool to evaluate the settings that contribute
to business profits and losses. The sensitivity analysis was the method used to
approximate partial derivatives of NPV with respect to each attribute, and provided
coefficients for the linear objective function.
The objective function is the linearized form of the NPV value model that can be
used in trade studies, system design optimization, technology evaluation, and distributed
optimal design. For this case study, the NPV value model was used to generate an
example trade study that quantified the attribute settings of three separate designs and
output their respective System NPVs with which to compare each of the designs. The
design with the highest system NPV is the best of the three.
The coefficients of the objective function were also used to study trade factors
between the attributes. These were gradient ratios that identified the attributes that had
the most impact on NPV. This information can be used in decision-making to identify
areas of design focus or investment. It can also be used to trade attribute settings within
constant NPV, completing the evaluation of a trade-off study.

5.2

Recommendations
The intent of the development of the NPV value model was a proof of concept of

applying Value Driven Design (VDD) to non-revenue generating entities like NASA. As
such, the concept provides specific information about design decisions in a way that has
not been done before. Specifically, it provided insight about what actually drives value
and what is most important in the top-level design of space systems. The NPV value
model does not provide absolute value; rather, it shows direction of improvement.
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Since the NPV value model is specific to the scenario used to develop it, a
sensitivity analysis of the assumptions was performed to show limitations and
uncertainties of its use. It showed areas needing further investigation in order to improve
the fidelity of the objective function. While the intent of this sensitivity study is to allow
a more generic use of the SLS value model, further sensitivity studies of different
scenarios are needed to test the relationships of the attributes to System Value. The
challenge is in defining the benefit and estimates for mission parameters. A mission to
re-supply the International Space Station is well defined, and is also a plausible scenario
to verify the model for the Lunar He3 mission. However, we wish to know if the type of
mission will change SLS performance parameters; will the NPV value model results
change with change in application?
Areas of future research include expanding on this research to model a Mars
mission. A new NPV value model will need to be built, but the methodology for this
mission is the same as for the Lunar He3 mission. The results from a Mars mission NPV
value model would show if the basic relationship between the attributes and NPV is the
same as those resulting from the model of the Lunar mission. If they are the same, this
NPV value model could be used to design any space mission. If they are different, the
NPV value model is not generic, and a new NPV value model needs to be developed for
each type of mission.
An additional area of research involves distributed optimal design, where the
system objective function is used to develop subsystem and component objective
functions. This is a hierarchical approach to decomposing the system down to lower and
lower levels to model, while maintaining the upper level System Value. The NPV value
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model uses value flow-down rather than requirements flow-down to design more of the
system.
Finally, a recommendation for developing NPV value models is taken from
lessons learned from the Lunar He3 mission: avoid “if” statements and look-up tables in
Excel spreadsheet models. Specifically, the recommendation is to distribute payload
deliveries evenly among every launch in order to avoid step functions. In addition, a
production cost model that uses learning curves could be employed to replace the look-up
tables used in this case study.
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APPENDIX
!

Financial!Data!From!Return!to!the!Moon!
Table&A.1&Summary&of&costs&per&launch&of&SLS&(in&$M)&
Financial&Component&
&
!!
Development!!
Cost!of!capital/launch!(@5!
launches/yr)!
Each!launch!(@5!launches/yr!@!
$3K/kg)!
Cost/launch&(@5&launches/yr)&

Capital&&
&

Cost&of&sales&
LT&@&20%&
&
&

ST&@10%&
&

&
5000!

&
!

&
!
200!

&
!

!

!
300!
!!

!!!

!!

!!!

!
!

!
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<!

Total&
&
&&
!!
!!
!!
! 500!

Table&A.2&&&Estimated&HeH3&production&related&cost&of&capital&components&(in&$M)&

&

Financial&Component&
&&
He<3!lunar!facilities!
*!Cost!of!capital!
!!
Each!miner/processor!
*!cost!of!capital!
!!
Each!miner<processor/support!
delivery!
(two!100<tonne!launches)!
*!cost!of!capital!
*!cost!of!capital!(5th)!
!!
Cost/miner<processor!(1st)!
Cost/miner<processor!(5th)!
Cost/miner<processor!(15th)!
Settlement!activation!launches!
(two!100<tonne!launches)!
*!cost!of!capital!(1/15th!share)!
!!
Cost&of&Capital/100&kg&(1st)&
Cost&of&Capital/100&kg&(5th)&
Cost&of&Capital/100&kg&(15th)&
HeH3&coal&equivalent&value/100&
kg&(coal&
at&$2.50/million&BTU)&

Cost&(LT&&capital&
Cost&(ST&capital&
&
&
&
Capital&& @&20%)&
@10%)&
&
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!

500! !
!

!
100! !
!
!
!

100! !
!
!
!
980!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
1000! !
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
13! !
!
!
!
!
!

!!!

!!!

Table&A.4&Estimated&total&cost&components&&
Financial&Component&
&
!!
Cost!of!capital/100!kg!(1st)!
Cost!of!capital/100!kg!(5th)!
Cost!of!capital/100!kg!1(5th)!
Operational!Costs/100!kg!(1st)!
Operational!Costs/100!kg!(5th)!
Operational!Costs/100!kg!15th)!
Total!Annual!Costs/100!kg!(1st)!
Total!Annual!Costs/100!kg!(5th)!
Total!Annual!Costs/100!kg!(15th)!
He<3!coal!equivalent!value/100!kg!

!

&&& Total&(per&yr)&
&
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!
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221!
142!
129!
19.3!
13.6!
11.5!
240!
156!
141!
140!

&

&

!! Total&
&&
! !!
! !!
! !!
! !!
10! ! !!
! !!
!
!!
! !!
98! ! !!
99! ! !!
! !!
! 208/yr!
! 129/yr!
! 116/yr!
! !!
! !!
! !!
! !!
! 221/yr!
! 142/yr!
! 129/yr!
!
140!
!!! !!

Table&A.3&&Estimated&annual&recurring&operational&cost&components&(in&$M/yr)&

&

&

Cost&of&
&
Capital&& sales&

Financial&Component&
!!
!
!
Operational&costs/100&kg&(1st)&
!
!
Direct!lunar!personnel!(6!@!$500K/person)!
3!
Support/management!lunar!
personnel!
1.5!
!
(two!at!$750K/person)!
Imported!support!(~7!tonne/yer)! !
20! !
Earth!support!(20!@!
!
$500K/person)!
10!
Fees,!Insurance,!etc!
!
($100K/person)!
2.8!
!
!!
!
!
Operational&costs/100&kg&(5th)&
!
!
Direct!lunar!personnel!(6!@!$500K/person)!
3!
Support/management!lunar!
personnel!
2.4!
(2!at!$750K/person!plus!1/5th!of!8!@!
!
$550K/person)!
Imported!consummables!(~1.5!
!
tonne/yr)!
5!
Earth!support!(1/5th!of!20!@!
!
$500K/person)!
2!
Fees,!Insurance,!etc!(8!@!$100K/person!
plus!
1.2!
1/5th!of!20!@!$100K/person)!
!
!
!!
!
Operational&costs/100&kg&(15th)& !
Direct!lunar!personnel!(6!@!
!
!
$500K/person)!
3!
Support/management!lunar!
!
personnel!
1.8!
!
(2!at!$750K/person!plus!1/15th!of!8!@!$550K/person)!
Imported!consummables!(~1.5!
tonne/yr)!
5!
Earth!support!(1/15th!of!20!@!
!
$500K/person)!
0.7!
Fees,!Insurance,!etc!(8!@!$100K/person!
plus!
1!
1/15th!of!20!@!$100K/person)!
!!
!!
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&

&

LT&@&20%&

ST&@10%&

!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!

!

!

&

Total&
!!
19.3!
!!
!!
!!
2! !!
!!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!

!

!!
!!
13.6!
!!
!!
!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!!
!!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!

!

!!
!!
!!
11.5!
!!

!
!

!
!

!

!

!!
!!
!!
!!

!

!

!!!

!!!

!!
!!
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